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Paul Walker's death would influence the story
of Furious 7. The franchise was reeling from the

loss. The studio wanted to begin a new story
entirely for free of his character, but Walker's

death would ultimately lead to a different
ending. The producers talked of continuing the
story around Toretto and Dom, but decided to

not continue the franchise at all instead.
Instead, the studio pressed forward with the

story of the new girl crew, allowing Brian
O'Connor to remain a presence in the series as
the couple try to rebuild the O'Connor Racing

team. Walker's death would mean that the
script, although not officially completed, had to
be cast. A new actor would have to be added to
the cast - a producer, Hobbs, would be the one
to make that call. Hobbs approaches the script

knowing that his friend is dead, but he feels
that the script is worth casting, as it "saved the
lives of two families." Famke Janssen, who had

been cast in the original Fast and Furious in
2001, would receive a call after Paul Walker's
death. She would be asked to take the role as
Hobbs' wife, Letty. Janssen would accept the
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role, and the role of Hobbs would go to Jordana
Brewster. Fast and Furious 6 starts with all the

members of the heist in Brazil living happily
and peacefully. Brian and Mia have a son called

Jack, Dom and Elena are together, Hans and
Gisele are also together and Roman and Tej are

living a life of luxury. Agent Luke Hobbs then
persuades Dom to help capture a former

special ops soldier called Owen Shaw and his
crew, one member of which is Letty - Dom's

wife. Dom and his crew agree to help in
exchange for clean records, allowing them to

come back to the US.
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although the game is still a pleasure to play,
the increase in difficulty, coupled with its

biggest problem, the lack of help, make the
game much less fun. i do feel that this game is

a prelude to 2 fast 2 furious. the game is a
good way to introduce the controls, but it's not
nearly as fun as it should be. as a whole, this is
a fun game but i do think this game is lacking
the fun of 2 fast 2 furious. this game should

never have been released. it is just so hard to
play. it is one of the worst games ever made. it

takes away all the fun from driving fast cars.
the controls are so bad and the people that

made this game are fools. in the first level you
have to memorize all the controls because it is
so confusing. this game should not even be in

the game store. it is the worst game ever made
and i hope no one buys it. i would not buy a
game if my last name was riddler. 2 fast 2

furious (2006) was a blockbuster of a movie,
and the first installment in the popular pocket
cinema franchise. while it was never the best

received or even a box office hit, it was the first
of the franchise to establish some measure of
respectability. where the other movies in the

series have been a disaster for most critics and
fans, 2 fast 2 furious seems to have retained a
good deal of its predecessor’s original charm
and energy. the gang’s all back again, and

while there are a few moments that don’t quite
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measure up to the first film, this sequel has its
own pleasures. with the addition of lots of extra

stunts and a rewritten script, the exciting
conclusion to the dynamic duo's story is finally

here! prepare for a spectacular and action-
packed climax full of fast-paced racing and car-

chases and featuring the return of some
familiar faces, including agent 355, dominic

toretto, and ronda rousey! 5ec8ef588b
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